TOO MANY MEETINGS?
How to Streamline Discussions and
Get Things Done
Employees attend more meetings today than ever, especially online,
but are those meetings productive? Use these tips to get the most
out of your meetings.

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM WITH ONLINE MEETINGS?
Many current meetings solutions require downloads and have complex interfaces.
Workers say that means most meetings don’t start on time.

46%

of workers say it takes them more than two
minutes to log in to a virtual meeting.1

4 in 10

workers have trouble calling in to virtual
meetings using their mobile phones.

40%

report wishing audio quality was better.

39%

say they want a single click to join instantly
with no downloads.
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RingCentral survey, October 2019

USERS WANT MORE COLLABORATION
Good news: Attendees often use multiple collaboration tools during a meeting.
Bad news: Everyone’s using different tools, making real collaboration difficult.
The answer: Bring it all together.

60%

of users share files or other documents via
email during a video meeting.

43%

use the virtual meeting’s built-in chat.

17%

use an external team messaging app.

67%

of employees want a seamless integrated
virtual meeting experience that includes
messaging and file sharing.

SEEING IS ENGAGING
Video helps people feel more connected—and
it helps close deals.

48%

53%

41%

of people say that video calls
build relationships and trust
better than audio-only
meetings.

of employees say they are
less likely to multitask on a
video call.

Successful sales deals have
41% higher rates of video
usage than lost deals.2
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Gong.io survey, November 2018

ANATOMY OF A BETTER ONLINE MEETING EXPERIENCE
To boost collaboration, create a fast, smart, and connected meetings experience that
brings together multiple forms of communication to build context and intelligence.
Look for the following:

HD

HD voice and video

No downloads

Multimedia sharing

A single app for messaging,
video, and phone

Integrations with email,
productivity,
and business apps

APIs ready for custom
app integrations

Cloud recording

And more

RINGCENTRAL: BETTER MEETINGS. BETTER TEAMWORK.
THE WORKPLACE IS WHEREVER YOU ARE
RingCentral Video is a video meeting solution designed for a
new generation of workplace collaboration. It’s not just a solution
to address remote workers and growing global businesses. It’s a
solution specifically designed to build stronger relationships within
your company—and with your customers and partners.

.
Do

RingCentral Video offers:
Instant-join from mobile or desktop with no downloads
A mobile-first experience
A simple interface with screen sharing, annotations, chat, and file sharing
A world-class infrastructure with exceptional reliability and security

NO MORE TOGGLING BETWEEN APPS
RingCentral Video is part of a unified app that also includes integrated voice and
messaging. As a result, the RingCentral app not only captures conversations and
documents, but context—a powerful element of the new communications experience
that makes meetings part of a rolling conversation that builds history and knowledge.

Learn more about RingCentral Video
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